FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ELWOOD STAFFING CEO NAMED AMONG TOP 100 STAFFING INDUSTRY INFLUENCERS IN NORTH AMERICA

(Columbus, IN) March 1, 2019—Elwood Staffing® Chairman and CEO Mark S. Elwood appeared in Staffing Industry Analysts’ (SIA) annual list of North America’s 100 most notable influencers for the fifth time since the list’s inception. The list, now in its eighth year, honors individuals whose influence and accomplishments are elevating the workforce solutions ecosystem and taking the industry forward. The 2019 Staffing 100 list is sponsored by Indeed.

The list is not a ranking but a way to acknowledge the leadership, talent, and commitment that drive efficiencies, impact legislation, and contribute to new models of work. It includes a wide range of roles, from CEOs, entrepreneurs, and technologists to workforce specialists, legal advisors, data scientists, and more, and covers different types of companies and niches—from traditional staffing providers to human cloud platforms to MSP/VMS and RPO solutions.

“The staffing industry plays a critical role in helping businesses achieve their goals. It is a privilege to be recognized as an influencer in this industry—one that makes a significant difference in my community, across the nation, and within the global economy,” said Elwood Staffing Chairman and CEO, Mark S. Elwood.

Under Mark’s leadership, Elwood has continually expanded its national service footprint and retained its position as an industry leader. Elwood’s December 2018 acquisition of the commercial staffing division of Lyons HR in Alabama marks the company’s 16th lifetime acquisition, bringing the company’s total number of service locations to more than 280 nationwide. Elwood ranks 10th on SIA’s 2018 list of largest industrial staffing firms in the U.S. and 16th on the list of largest U.S. staffing firms.

Individuals named to the Staffing 100 list were honored at a private reception at SIA’s Executive Forum in Austin in late February. The list is also featured in the January/February 2019 issue of Staffing Industry Review magazine.

About Elwood Staffing
Founded in 1980, Elwood Staffing, a privately owned corporation, is a leading provider of talent-based solutions and actionable workforce intelligence. With offices that span the United States, a broad service portfolio, and a seasoned staff, we support companies through the entire employment life cycle—from attraction to retention.

About Staffing Industry Analysts
Staffing Industry Analysts is the source of global business information for staffing and workforce solutions. Known for its objective, independent research, analysis and insights focused on staffing and contingent work, the company offers membership, events training and publications across the workforce solutions ecosystem.